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Abstract
■ Although much evidence indicates that RT increases as a

function of computational load in many cognitive tasks, quantification of changes in neural activity related to increasing
demand of cognitive control has rarely been attempted. In this
fMRI study, we used a majority function task to quantify the
effect of computational load on brain activation, reflecting the
mental processes instantiated by cognitive control under conditions of uncertainty. We found that the activation of the

INTRODUCTION
Cognitive control refers to processes that flexibly and
adaptively allocate mental resources to permit selection
of thoughts and actions according to contextual intentions and goals (Kouneiher, Charron, & Koechlin, 2009;
Solomon et al., 2009; Badre, 2008; Miller, 2000; Posner &
Snyder, 1975). Although the general neural circuitry underlying the various aspects of cognitive control is not entirely
understood (see Badre, 2008; Chase, Clark, Sahakian,
Bullmore, & Robbins, 2008), a relationship between the
activity of the frontoparieto-cingulate (FPC) system and
cognitive control under conditions of uncertainty has
been consistently demonstrated in fMRI studies (see Bach
& Dolan, 2012). The FPC system involves the frontal and
parietal cortex including the FEF, supplementary eye field,
ACC (the anterior rostral cingulate zone as described by
Fan, Hof, Guise, Fossella, & Posner, 2008, extending to
the SMA), and the anterior insula (AI), mid frontal gyrus,
the intraparietal cortex (IPC) near and along the intraparietal sulcus, and the superior parietal lobule (Rossi,
Pessoa, Desimone, & Ungerleider, 2009; Corbetta & Shulman,
2002; Hopfinger, Buonocore, & Mangun, 2000; Kastner &
Ungerleider, 2000).
Studies have demonstrated reliable functional activation of ACC (and the AI) when there is a requirement
for conflict processing, accompanied by prolonged
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frontoparieto-cingulate system as well as the deactivation of
the anticorrelated default mode network varied parametrically
as a function of information uncertainty, estimated as entropy
with an information theoretic model. The current findings suggest that activity changes in the dynamic networks of the brain
(especially the frontoparieto-cingulate system) track with information uncertainty, rather than only conflict or other commonly
proposed targets of cognitive control. ■

RT (Fan, Hof, et al., 2008; Fan et al., 2007; Fan, McCandliss,
Fossella, Flombaum, & Posner, 2005; Fan, Flombaum,
McCandliss, Thomas, & Posner, 2003; van Veen, Cohen,
Botvinick, Stenger, & Carter, 2001; Carter et al., 2000;
Botvinick, Nystrom, Fissell, Carter, & Cohen, 1999; Carter
et al., 1998; Pardo, Pardo, Janer, & Raichle, 1990; and a
meta-analysis: Nee, Wager, & Jonides, 2007). It has been
argued that ACC plays a critical role in conflict detection (Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; Carter
et al., 2000; MacDonald, Cohen, Stenger, & Carter, 2000;
Botvinick et al., 1999) and resolution (Posner & DiGiralomo,
1998) and more recently in performance monitoring and
resolution (Alexander & Brown, 2011; Walsh, Buonocore,
Carter, & Mangun, 2010).
However, activation of ACC and AI is associated with
salience and the oddball effect (Sridharan, Levitin, &
Menon, 2008; Seeley et al., 2007), violations of repeating
patterns or sequences (Ursu, Clark, Aizenstein, Stenger, &
Carter, 2009; Huettel, Mack, & McCarthy, 2002), decisionmaking (Liu, Hairston, Schrier, & Fan, 2011; Pochon, Riis,
Sanfey, Nystrom, & Cohen, 2008; Behrens, Woolrich,
Walton, & Rushworth, 2007; Zysset et al., 2006; Ullsperger
& von Cramon, 2004; Walton, Devlin, & Rushworth, 2004;
Critchley, Mathias, & Dolan, 2001), volatility of the reward
environment (Behrens et al., 2007), and voluntary risk
taking (Rao, Korczykowski, Pluta, Hoang, & Detre, 2008).
Furthermore, ACC is activated more during random sequences than during fixed sequences (Koechlin, Corrado,
Pietrini, & Grafman, 2000), and ACC neurons of macaque
monkeys are more active while searching for new
sequences than responding to a repeat sequence (Procyk,
Tanaka, & Joseph, 2000).
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In all of the aforementioned studies of cognitive control, the task conditions involve manipulations of uncertainty (Platt & Huettel, 2008; Rushworth & Behrens,
2008). A large body of work clearly indicates involvement
of the FPC system, in which ACC and AI play pivotal roles
in constraining the amount of information to be processed under uncertainty. However, this system has not
been considered explicitly using information theoretical
models of the brain (Badre, 2008; Koechlin & Hyafil,
2007; Koechlin & Summerfield, 2007; Yoshida & Ishii,
2006; Koechlin, Ody, & Kouneiher, 2003). Information
theory permits a quantitative characterization of uncertainty, which can be conceptualized as information entropy (H) and measured in units of bits (Shannon, 1948).
The advantage of such an approach is that, unlike the
cognitive subtraction approach employed in the majority
of contemporary cognitive neuroscience paradigms to
compare between two conditions, it enables us to quantify
the information uncertainty and therefore to characterize the relationship between the amount of information
to be processed and the magnitude of neural activity.
Although cognitive subtraction is by no means unfruitful,
it often assumes a qualitative, rather than quantitative,
difference between different task conditions. In certain
contexts, the differences between task conditions may in
fact be qualitative or categorical (e.g., contrasting emotional and nonemotional stimuli); however, it may also
be that the brain treats these differing stimuli not as a
matter of kind but rather extent (see, e.g., Pessoa, 2008).
If the latter is true, then a quantitative characterization of
neural activity associated with parametric manipulation of
information to be processed is critical to acquire a better
understanding of the brainʼs function (Friston, 2010).
We propose that the FPC system is involved in cognitive control as a means of facilitating information processing: the system acts to optimize what and how much
information is processed under conditions of uncertainty. In this system, ACC and the AI play a pivotal role
in continuously monitoring the match between organismal goals and external/internal state, implementing
cognitive control where necessary (Menon & Uddin,
2010). To test this hypothesis, we examined brain activation as a function of computational load indexed by information entropy. In the context of information theory,
cognitive control depends on both the input information
and the algorithms of mental operations (required to
constrain information to a level that the system can accommodate), which, in turn, impacts on the overall task performance. Therefore, if a neural region underpins cognitive
control, the degree of neural activity in this region should
increase as the computational load increases.

METHODS
We used a behavioral task in which participants saw a
number of left/right arrows and made left and right
responses indicating the direction in which the majority

of the arrows were pointing. Set size (1, 3, or 5 arrows)
and incongruency (the ratio of the number of left/right
arrows) varied across and within blocks of trials, respectively. The information entropy for cognitive control was
estimated based on analyses of computational algorithms
by manipulating the input uncertainty and observing the
RT (Fan, Guise, Liu, & Wang, 2008) and was used as a
predictor of brain activation.
Participants
Eighteen adults, right-handed with normal or correctedto-normal vision, participated in this study. After excluding two participants with excessive head movement
(>2 mm) and one participant with low response accuracy (<65% for the most difficult condition), the final
sample size included in this report was 15 (nine women;
mean age = 26 years, range = 23–31 years). Written
informed consent was obtained from each participant following the procedure approved by the institutional review board of the Icahn School of Medicine at
Mount Sinai.
Apparatus and Procedures
The task was compiled and run on a PC using E-Prime
software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA).
The task was first explained to the participants using a
paperboard illustrating each condition. Participants then
performed a practice session on a PC with six blocks of
trials, 12 trials in each block, and 72 trials in total, using the
same timing parameters as the actual task. Once an understanding of the task was demonstrated, a practice session
was performed in an MRI simulator that simulates the
sound and vibration associated with scanning sequences.
This simulator is equipped with the same button response
system as the actual MRI scanner so that participants
can become acquainted with the scanning environment
before the actual experiment. In the scanner, stimuli were
projected using a liquid crystal display projector onto a
screen mounted at the back of the magnet bore. A mirror
mounted on the head coil was adjusted so that these stimuli appeared in the center of the participantsʼ field of view.
Responses were collected using a fiber-optic button system. Participants indicated the responses by pressing one
of two buttons with their right hand.
The Majority Function Task
In this task, groups of arrows with set sizes of 1, 3, and
5 were randomly presented at eight possible locations
arranged as an octagon centered on a fixation cross (Figure 1). The arrows pointed either left or right and were presented simultaneously. The configuration of the eight
positions was similar to that used in previous studies
on covert attention (Carrasco & McElree, 2001). On the
screen of the projector, the length of the arrow was
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each run was 72. Within a block for a certain set size,
arrows under different stimulus conditions were displayed in a random order, with each stimulus condition
appearing an equal number of times. The order of the
blocks was counterbalanced for each of three runs by a
Latin square with reversed repetition within each run.
The order was 135-531, 351-153, and 513-315 for the
first, second, and third run, respectively. Here the number represents the set size. Runs 4, 5, and 6 repeated the
first three runs. At the beginning and end of each run,
there was a 30-sec fixation period. There were also five
10-sec fixation periods between trial blocks in each run.
Each run lasted 470 sec. During the experiment, 432 trials
in total were presented per participant and the task
took about 50 min.
Behavioral Data Analysis

Figure 1. Illustration of representative stimulus configurations of
the majority function task. In this task, arrows with set sizes of 1, 3,
or 5 are randomly presented at eight possible locations arranged in
an octagon centered on a fixation cross. The arrows point either left or
right and are presented simultaneously. The participantsʼ task is to
indicate the direction in which the majority of arrows point. For
example, if three arrows are presented, and two point to the left
and one to the right (see the “2:1” panel in the “Set size 3” column),
the correct response should be “left.” The eight circles illustrate the
locations and are not displayed during the experiment. The label for
each of the six conditions is the ratio of the numbers in each category.

5 mm, the radius from the fixation cross to the center of
any arrow was 11.5 mm, and the viewing distance was
550 mm. The radius from the fixation cross to the center
of an arrow subtended approximately 1.2° of visual angle.
Participantsʼ task was to indicate the direction in which
the majority of the arrows point. Participants were instructed to make responses as quickly as possible while
maintaining a low error rate. For each trial, an arrow set
was presented for 2,500 msec. This stimulus display was
jittered in a boxcar fashion between a randomly selected
prestimulus fixation period between 0 and 1000 msec and
a poststimulus fixation period that was determined by
the length of the prestimulus fixation period. The poststimulus fixation period could have ranged between 1500 and
2500 msec. Responses that were made within 2500 msec
of trial onset terminated the display of the stimulus, although the response window was 3000 msec starting from
the onset of the target (an arrow set). If responses were
made after this window, they were counted as error trials.
The combination of prestimulus fixation, stimulus presentation, and poststimulus fixation resulted in a trial duration
of 5000 msec.
There were six runs in this task. In each run, there
were two blocks for each set size, six blocks in total.
Each block had 12 trials. The total number of trials in
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Computational load was operationally defined as information entropy, which was determined based on the
amount and content of the input (set size and congruency in the majority function task) and the algorithms
of mental operations used to encode and process the
input. Examination of changes in RT with respect to
computational load allowed us to confirm that the algorithm of mental operations that may be adopted by participants to control information processing to reach a
majority decision was the same as what we found in
our previous studies (Wang, Liu, & Fan, 2011; Fan, Guise,
et al., 2008). Mean RTs and standard deviations of each
participant were calculated for each condition. Trials with
commission or omission error were excluded from the
calculation of mean RT. Accuracy for each condition
was also analyzed. Then group means of RT, standard
deviation, and accuracy were obtained.
Estimation of Information Entropy
The entropy estimates were based on the algorithm analysis of our previous behavioral study (Fan, Guise, et al.,
2008) and computational modeling (Wang et al., 2011),
indicating that a grouping algorithm best explains subject
strategy on this task, with the assumption that RT is
monotonically associated with information entropy. We
calculated information entropy based on different searching algorithms. We found that RT was best predicted by a
grouping search algorithm involving sampling and resampling of the inputs to find a coherent majority sample, which is more plausible compared with alternative
algorithms (i.e., exhaustive or self-terminating search).
Participants may adopt a grouping strategy in which they
attempt to sample arrows with a majority size (over half
of the total set size) based on their directions to achieve
a high efficiency. For example, for a set size of 3 with
inputs a1, a2, a3, this strategy can be expressed using
Boolean logic as (a1 XNOR a2) OR (a1 XNOR a3) OR
(a2 XNOR a3). Here the exclusive nor (XNOR) returns
Volume 26, Number 7

“true” if input a1 and a2 are identical and returns “false” if
they are different. If the grouping of (a 1 XNOR a 2 )
returns true, the search can stop. If not, the next grouping, such as (a1 XNOR a3), will be attempted until “true”
is returned. Let us assume that participants adopt such a
grouping (sampling) strategy and search for a congruent
sample with a majority grouping size. For set size 1, only
1 arrow needs to be scanned. For set size 3, if all 3 arrows
point in the same direction, only one grouping attempt
needs to be made with 2 arrows being scanned, and if
only 2 arrows point to the same direction, there will be
one successful grouping out of every three attempts on
average. Therefore, 6 arrows, the product of three grouping attempts and group size of 2 arrows, need to be
scanned. Similarly, for set size 5, for the conditions in
which 5, 4, or 3 arrows point to the same direction, 1,
2.5, 10 grouping attempts per successful group on average need to be made and 3, 7.5, and 30 arrows need to be
scanned, respectively. If we use the majority group size
(1, 2, and 3 for set sizes of 1, 3, and 5, respectively) as
the information unit, assuming that each sampled group
is equivalent to 1 unit of information, the information
to be processed (i.e., the computational load) is logg (s),
where the base g represents the group size and s is the
number of arrows to be scanned. To convert this measure to bits (i.e., from base g to base 2), it is multiplied
by log2 (g). Therefore, the computational load is log2 (g) ·
logg (s), which is equivalent to log2 (s). Here we converted
the information to be processed in each condition to bits
based on the average number of arrows to be sampled.
Table 1 lists the estimated entropy for each condition based
on this algorithm. Although the amount and content of
input to be processed are varied in the majority function
task, the response is only one bit because there are only
two alternatives. Therefore, the variable related to the
stages of response selection and execution, after stimulus
preprocessing and categorization (Smith, 1968), is constant
across all set sizes and stimulus conditions.
Image Acquisition
All MRI acquisitions were obtained on a 3 T Siemens
Allegra head-dedicated MRI system. Each scan session
lasted about 90 min. Foam padding was used to minimize head movement. All images were acquired along
axial planes parallel to the AC–PC line. A high-resolution
T2-weighted anatomical volume of the whole brain was
acquired on an axial plane parallel to the AC–PC line with
a turbo spin-echo pulse sequence with the following
parameters: 40 axial slices of 4 mm thick, skip = 0 mm,
repetition time = 4,050 msec, echo time = 99 msec, flip
angle = 170°, field of view = 240 mm, matrix size = 448 ×
512, voxel size = 0.47 × 0.47 × 4 mm. Six runs of T2*weighted images for fMRI were acquired. Slices were
obtained corresponding to the T2-weighted images.
The fMRI imaging was performed using a gradient EPI
sequence with the following parameters: 40 axial slices

Table 1. RT and Accuracy under All Stimulus Conditions (n = 15)
RT (msec)
Accuracy (%)
Set
Size Ratio Entropya Mean SDb Mean SDc Mean SD
1

1:0

0.00d

575

78

144

99.58 0.58

3

3:0

1.00

647

112

147

99.72 0.58

2:1

2.58

1,080

146

334

95.83 3.02

5:0

1.58

707

130

170

100.00 0.00

4:1

2.91

1,112

187

317

98.06 2.29

3:2

4.91

1,466

335

451

82.36 6.29

5

a

The estimates of entropy for each set size by ratio condition. For
entropy estimation, see our previous publication for the analyses of
inputs and algorithms (Fan, Guise, et al., 2008).

b

Standard deviation (SD) represents the standard deviation of the mean
RTs across participants.

c

Mean SD represents the average SD across participantsʼ RTs. In other
words, it represents the group average of the standard variation for
each participantʼs RT.

d

A 0-bit entropy for the set size 1 condition does not mean that 0 bit of
information need to be processed. The decision-making step of the
majority direction needs 1 bit. We can add 1 bit to all conditions. However, this should not affect the general predictions of relationship
among conditions in terms of computational load.

of 4 mm thick, skip = 0 mm, repetition time = 2500 msec,
echo time = 27 msec, flip angle = 82°, field of view =
240 mm, and matrix size = 64 × 64. Each run started
with 2 dummy volumes before the onset of the task to
allow for equilibration of T1 saturation effects, followed
by 188 volumes.
Image Analysis
Event-related analysis of the fMRI data was conducted
using a statistical parametric mapping package (SPM8;
Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London,
UK). Image preprocessing was performed first: Each
image volume was realigned to the first volume, slice
timing corrected, coregistered to the T2 image, spatially
normalized to the Montreal Neurological Institute ICBM152
space based on normalization parameters of the T2 image,
subsampled to a voxel size of 3 × 3 × 3 mm, and finally
spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 6 mm FWHM.
For the statistical analysis, a general linear model (GLM)
was conducted for the functional scans from each participant by regressing the observed event-related BOLD
signals on the regressors to identify the relationship
between the hemodynamic responses and task events
(Friston et al., 1995). Low-frequency drifts in signal were
removed using a high-pass filter with a 128-sec cutoff.
Serial correlation was estimated using an autoregressive
AR(1) model. Global normalization was not applied so
that the relationship between deactivation and information entropy should not be attributed to global normalization (Andersson, Ashburner, & Friston, 2001). Without
Fan et al.
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using any a priori assumptions for parametric modulations
as the nature of the hemodynamic response corresponding
to each task condition was unknown, six regressors for
the six task conditions were created by convolving a train
of delta functions representing the sequence of individual events with the default SPM basis function, which
consists of a synthetic hemodynamic response function
composed of two gamma functions (Friston et al., 1998).
The six parameters generated during motion correction
were entered as covariates. In addition, hemodynamic
response function related to error response events for
each condition was modeled separately and explicitly
to partial out the error-related activity. There were minimum 0 and maximum 6 regressors for error response in
each run. Second-level group analyses were performed
using the contrast estimates from the first level GLM.
We defined zero-order (constant) and first-order (linear)
contrasts. Higher-order contrasts were not tested because
of lack of hypothesis. Further investigation on the nonlinear responses of the brain is needed. The zero-order
contrast (1 1 1 1 1 1) corresponds to the constant activation
across all six task conditions (see Table 1). This is similar
to modeling individual events (Rees, Friston, & Koch,
2000). The first-order contrast (based on the estimation
of information entropy, but demeaned to remove the
zero-order term and normalized to an arbitrary maximum
value, which were −0.553, −0.298, 0.107, −0.149, 0.191,
and 0.702) for these six task conditions was used to
examine the linear relationship between brain activation
and information entropy. We then performed a randomeffect analysis for this contrast to make an inference.
Because a linear relationship between RT and information
entropy was found in our previous study (Fan, Guise, et al.,
2008), we made the prediction of a linear relationship
between the BOLD signal and information entropy. The
significance level for the height of each voxel was set at
p < .001 with a contiguous-voxel extent threshold to
produce a corrected threshold of p < .01.

slopes of the regression lines for each region. Because
the intercept and slope are uncorrelated, this method
should not violate the linear regression assumption of
independence. Note that linear regression does not test
whether the relationship between the brain activation
and entropy is linear; it assumes that the data are linear
and finds the slope and intercept for the best-fit line
of the data. In addition, the time courses of the finite
impulse response (which is equivalent to the method of
selective average) for each of the six task conditions of
each run were extracted from the SPM design matrix
of each participant using the MarsBaR toolbox for SPM
(sourceforge.net/projects/marsbar/), averaged across runs,
and then averaged across participants.

RESULTS
RT as a Function of Information Entropy
Mean RT increased as a function of computational load,
measured as information entropy (Figure 2 and Table 1).
Regression at the group level of RT on information
entropy showed that RT = 502 + 197 · H, where H represents entropy in bits (R2 = .96, F(1, 4) = 89.88, p <
.001). Linear mixed-effects model analysis with Entropy
as the fixed effect and Participant as the random effect
showed that Akaikeʼs information criterion (Akaike, 1974)
was 1151.18. The intercept was significant (F(1, 21) =
131.36, p < .001), and the entropy estimate was a significant predictor of RT (F(1, 74) = 500.30, p < .001).

ROI Analysis
We also conducted ROI analysis to examine the involvement of the ROIs in baseline uncertainty processing by
extracting the coefficients of regression (β) for each task
condition with a sphere of 6-mm radius centered on the
voxel of local maxima peak. The ROIs were identified
based on the group analysis of the first-order contrast.
The parameter estimates of β values of the regression
model, representing the percent signal change with respect to the global mean signal, of each participant were
extracted from each regressor corresponding to each
condition. Then the average parameter estimate for
each condition was calculated. The parameter estimates
of each ROI (average of left and right ROIs of the same
structure if applicable) as a function of information
entropy were plotted. Linear regression analyses were
conducted for each ROI to examine the x intercepts and
1494
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Figure 2. RT as a function of information entropy in bits. The entropy
was estimated assuming a grouping search algorithm adopted by
participants. The R2 of the regression line was .96, indicating a good
fit. Error bars represent ±1 mean SDs across participants.
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Brain Activation and Deactivation as a Function of
Information Entropy
The large-scale involvement of the brain in information
processing is illustrated in Figure 3, representing the
intrinsic and dynamic organization of the anticorrelated
task-positive and task-negative (i.e., default mode) functional networks (Power et al., 2011) as a function of
information entropy during the majority function task.
Although activity was greatest at the putative hubs of these
networks, their broad recruitment was observed, indicating
parametric modulation of network-level recruitment for
processing information (measured as entropy).
Across participants, the BOLD signal varied as a function of information entropy in a remarkably coherent set
of neocortical areas including ACC, AI, and a frontoparietal network including the FEF and the IPC near
and along the intraparietal sulcus in the FPC system (Figure 3 and Table 2). The parameter estimates (β values) of
the GLM for the ROIs are shown in Figure 4A. Corresponding to Figure 4A, the hemodynamic responses of
these brain regions as a function of the information entropy are also shown in Figure 5A, with an increase in
amplitude as a function of computational load.
The linear increase of activation of the task-positive
FPC system was accompanied by a linear decrease of
activation in the task-negative regions, including the
ventromedial PFC (including superior frontal gyrus
[SFG] and pre- and subgenual ACC), the posterior cingulate cortex and the retrosplenial cortex, the angular gyrus
(AG), and the temporal lobe as a whole (see Figure 3 and

Table 3 for the peaks of brain regions showing a negative
relationship). ROI analysis on the parameter estimates
(β values) of the GLM (Figure 4B) and analysis of the
hemodynamic response (Figure 5B) confirmed that the
magnitude of deactivation was a linear function of computational load.

Involvement of Brain Regions in
State Uncertainty Processing
The deactivation of ACC and other regions under low
entropy conditions (Figures 4A and 5A) may imply that
the computational load of particular task conditions
(low entropy conditions) are lower than the state uncertainty (i.e., during the fixation period before trial onset),
resulting in relative deactivation for certain task conditions. Although this may seem counterintuitive, activity
during state uncertainty likely relates to the engagement
of task-positive regions during the anticipation of potential stimulus location (eight possible locations). We estimated the involvement of specific brain regions in state
uncertainty processing (i.e., anticipation of impending
stimuli locations and directions) by identifying the x-axis
equivalent (information entropy in bits) of y = 0 (i.e., the
point at which β = 0 for that neural region), using the
linear regression of brain activation as a function of
information entropy. The x estimate at which β = 0
for ACC and the AI were the highest of all ROIs (3.3
and 1.7 bits, respectively; Figure 6A). One-sample t tests
showed that only ACC and the AI of the task-positive

Figure 3. Brain regions
showing significant increase
or decrease in activity as a
function of computational
load measured as information
entropy. The red color
indicates voxels with positive
relationships (t > 3.79),
whereas the blue color
indicates voxels with negative
relationships (t < −3.79).
Increase: anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC), anterior insula
(AI), frontal eye field (FEF),
and the cortex along and
nearby the intraparietal
sulcus (IPC), thalamus
(Th), mid occipital gyrus
(MOG), fusiform gyrus
(FG), cerebellar vermis
(CV, not displayed);
and calcarine cortex
(Calc, left). Decrease:
posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC), subgenual anterior
cingulate cortex (sgACC,
area 25), superior frontal gyrus (SFG), angular gyrus (AG); middle temporal gyrus (MTG), and hippocampus (HIP). The inflated surface
maps were rendered at a threshold of height p < .001, with t > 3.79, and a threshold of extent p < .01 with a cluster size k > 35 of
3 × 3 × 3 mm voxels.
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Table 2. Brain Regions that Showed a Positive Relationship between Activation and Computational Load
Region

L/R

BA

x

y

z

T

Z

K
2647

Anterior insula

R

30

23

−2

18.2

6.61

Anterior insula

L

−33

20

−2

12.4

5.81

Anterior cingulate cortex

R

32

6

29

31

10.37

5.42

Anterior cingulate cortex

R

32

6

14

46

9.17

5.14

Thalamus

R

18

−4

10

8.61

5.00

Superior frontal gyrus

L

−21

−1

52

8.44

4.95

Thalamus

L

−12

−22

10

7.67

4.73

Precentral gyrus

R

48

8

34

7.36

4.63

Thalamus

R

15

−22

10

6.26

4.25

Superior frontal gyrus

R

6

21

2

55

6.02

4.16

Precentral gyrus

R

6

36

−4

49

5.39

3.90

Precentral gyrus

L

44

−48

5

34

4.88

3.67

Anterior cingulate cortex

L

32

−9

20

34

4.67

3.57

Superior parietal lobule

L

7

−18

−64

46

10.21

5.39

Inferior parietal lobule

L

40

−30

−46

46

8.99

5.10

Superior occipital gyrus

L

19

−24

−67

31

8.45

4.95

Fusiform gyrus

L

19

−45

−64

−8

7.27

4.61

Mid occipital gyrus

L

19

−33

−85

19

7.10

4.55

Inferior temporal gyrus

L

37

−42

−40

−14

7.10

4.55

Calcarine cortex

L

17

−18

−64

7

5.52

3.96

Supramarginal gyrus

R

40

48

−31

46

9.36

5.19

Inferior temporal gyrus

R

37

51

−58

−11

9.29

5.17

Inferior parietal lobule

R

7

27

−55

46

8.78

5.04

Mid occipital gyrus

R

19

33

−79

25

8.48

4.96

Superior parietal lobule

R

7

18

−70

52

7.74

4.75

Inferior occipital gyrus

R

19

39

−82

−2

7.12

4.56

Calcarine cortex

R

17

27

−70

13

4.62

3.54

Cerebellum

L

−3

−73

−23

8.47

4.96

−3

−58

−32

7.93

4.81

−27

−58

−26

6.37

4.30

6

44

Vermis
Cerebellum

L

Mid frontal gyrus

R

45

48

38

25

7.16

4.57

Mid frontal gyrus

R

46

36

50

25

6.27

4.26

1318

1698

521

116

The threshold was p < .001 (T > 3.79) for the height and p < .01 (k > 35 of 3 × 3 × 3 mm voxels) for the extent. See Naidich et al. (2004) for localization of
subdivisions of insula using MRI. L = left; R = right; BA = Brodmannʼs area. The regions are listed based on the order of peak Z value.

network had a x estimate significantly greater than 0
(t(14) = 2.19, p < .05 and t(14) = 6.92, p < .001, respectively). Hippocampus and subgenual ACC (sgACC) of the
task-negative network also showed a significant x estimate (t(14) = 2.20, p < .05 and t(14) = 2.24, p < .05).
Deviation contrast in a repeated-measures GLM testing
1496
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positive x estimate showed that differences between
the mean intercept of all positive regions and ACC
(F(1, 14) = 6.36, p < .05), AI (F(1, 14) = 13.80, p <
.01), and cerebellar vermis (CV; F(1, 14) = 12.35, p <
.01), were significantly different. Whereas ACC and AI
showed significantly higher state uncertainty than the
Volume 26, Number 7

Figure 4. Positive and negative linear relationship between the activation of the ROI and computational load measured as information entropy.
(A) Positive. ACC (x, y, z = 6, 29, 31); AI (−33, 20, 0 and 30, 23, −2); thalamus (Th; −12, −22, 10 and 15, −22, 10); FEF (−21, −1, 52 and 21, 2, 55);
IPC, near and along the intraparietal sulcus (−18, −64, 46 and 27, −55, 46); mid occipital gyrus (MOG; −33, −85, 19 and 33, −79, 25); fusiform
gyrus (FG; −45, −64, −8 and 51, −58, −11); CV (−3, −73, −23); and Calc (−18, −64, 7). (B) Negative. Posterior cingulate cortex (PCC; −9
−52, 22); sgACC (0, 35, −8); SFG (−21, 38, 46 and 15, 44, 46); AG (−42, −64, 43 and 54, −61, 37); MTG (−48, −7, −20 and 57, −10, −17);
and hippocampus (HIP; −27, −16, −20 and 24, −10, −20).
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Figure 5. Time courses (finite impulse response for each of the six task conditions) of the activity of the ROIs as a function of computational
load measured as information entropy (H). (A) Activation. (B) Deactivation. The ROIs (spheres with a 6-mm radius) were extracted at the
coordinates indicated in Figure 4.
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Table 3. Brain Regions that Showed a Negative Relationship between Activation and Computational Load
Region

L/R

BA

x

T

Z

K

Superior temporal gyrus

R

42

51

−28

19

12.77

5.88

1595

Hippocampus

R

34

24

−10

−20

11.2

5.59

Angular gyrus

R

39

54

−61

37

10.13

5.37

Middle temporal gyrus

R

21

57

−10

−17

10.07

5.36

Posterior insula

R

42

−16

−2

7.77

4.76

Middle temporal gyrus

R

57

−37

−2

7.54

4.69

Rolandic operculum

R

48

−7

19

7.48

4.67

Mid temporal pole

R

38

45

17

−32

6.95

4.50

Superior frontal gyrus

L

9

−21

38

46

12.01

5.74

Superior frontal gyrus (medial)

R

9

3

50

7

11.40

5.63

Superior frontal gyrus (medial)

R

9

15

44

46

11.31

5.61

Superior frontal gyrus (medial)

L

9

−6

53

40

10.97

5.54

Subgenual anterior cingulate cortex

R

24

0

35

−8

10.44

5.43

Superior frontal gyrus (medial)

R

10

9

59

19

9.52

5.23

Mid frontal gyrus

L

9

−33

23

49

7.39

4.65

Angular gyrus

L

39

−42

−64

43

11.13

5.58

Middle temporal gyrus

L

21

−63

−52

7

8.33

4.92

Hippocampus

L

34

−27

−16

−20

8.13

4.87

Middle temporal gyrus

L

21

−48

−7

−20

8.10

4.86

Rolandic operculum

L

−42

−13

13

6.75

4.43

Superior temporal gyrus

L

22

−57

−10

4

6.40

4.31

Posterior cingulate gyrus

L

23

−9

−52

22

10.89

5.53

Posterior cingulate gyrus

R

23

6

−49

31

8.48

4.96

Cuneus

L

18

−9

−91

31

9.58

5.24

Cuneus

R

19

12

−85

34

7.39

4.64

Cerebellum Crus 2

R

30

−79

−38

9.26

5.17

114

Inferior temporal gyrus

L

−48

11

−35

7.41

4.65

46

21

20

y

z

1864

1471

759

156

The threshold was p < .001 (T > 3.79) for the height and p < .01 (k > 35 of 3 × 3 × 3 mm voxels) for the extent.

mean of other task-positive ROIs, the CV showed significantly lower state uncertainty than the mean of the other
task-positive ROIs (see Figure 6A). No negative regions
were significantly different from the others.
Magnitude Change of Brain Activation as a
Function of Cognitive Load
To examine the average rate of engagement of a particular ROI with increasing entropy, we examined the slope
of all ROIs. Deviation contrast in repeated-measures GLM
testing positive x estimate showed that differences between the mean slope of all positive regions and ACC
(F(1, 14) = 23.39, p < .001), AI (F(1, 14) = 22.43, p <

.001), thalamus (F(1, 14) = 77.33, p < .001), IPC (F(1,
14) = 39.23, p < .001), CV (F(1, 14) = 15.32, p < .01),
and CF (F(1, 14) = 6.64, p < .05) were significantly different. Whereas the AI and IPC slope were significantly
more positive than the mean for other task-positive ROIs,
ACC, thalamus, CV, and calcarine cortex (Calc) slope
were significantly less positive than the mean for other
task-positive ROIs (see Figure 6B). Deviation contrast in
repeated-measures GLM testing negative x estimate
showed that differences between the mean slope of all
negative regions and the sgACC (F(1, 14) = 10.61, p <
.01), SFG (F(1, 14) = 9.18, p < .01), AG (F(1, 14) =
17.90, p = .001), middle temporal gyrus (MTG; F(1,
14) = 106.82, p < .001), and hippocampus (F(1, 14) =
Fan et al.
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Figure 6. The state uncertainty (A) and percent change in BOLD per information (B) estimates in selected brain regions showing positive or
negative linear relationship between the activity and the computational load measured as information entropy. Error bars represent ±1 SE.
* indicates a significant difference at p < .05 between the ROI and the mean of all other ROIs in the same network (task-positive or task-negative).
Solid red line = approximate mean of all ROIs for task-positive network. Solid blue line = approximate mean of all ROIs for task-negative network.
The discrepancy of the x intercept between Figure 4 and image A (in this figure) is because of the fact that the x intercept in A shows the mean
x intercept across participants whereas the x intercept in Figure 4, which can be inferred, is based on the regression line of the means of the
data points across participants.

20.06, p = .001) were significantly different. Whereas the
slopes for the sgACC and AG were significantly more
negative than the mean for all task-negative ROIs, the
slopes for the SFG, MTG, and hippocampus were significantly less negative than the mean for all task-negative
ROIs (see Figure 6B).

DISCUSSION
Our results indicate that (1) the “mental algorithm” of
cognitive control in searching for the majority is implemented by a large set of distributed brain regions in
the FPC system; (2) the activation of these task-positive
regions and deactivation of the task-negative regions
(Fox et al., 2005) operate as a function of information
entropy; and (3) compared with other regions, ACC
and AI are more involved in state uncertainty processing
(i.e., in the anticipation of and preparation for impending
stimuli; see Bach & Dolan, 2012). As information entropy
increased, placing greater demands on the FPC system,
there was differential recruitment of regions typically associated with the task-positive network. In addition to AI,
IPC was shown to exhibit a steeper slope than the rest of
the ROIs for the task-positive regions. In other words, as
task demand increased, AI and IPC were recruited more
heavily whereas ACC, Th, CV, and Calc were recruited
less heavily than the average for the whole task-positive
network. Along with differential decreases for task-negative
network regions, these findings shed insight into differential contributions of network regions with parametric
increase in cognitive load.
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The results demonstrate that activity in distributed
large-scale neural networks is associated with computational load in information processing. Increases in areas
typically associated with cognitive control (i.e., ACC, AI,
and areas associated with the task-positive FPC network
—especially IPC) suggest that cognitive control constrains which and how much information receives further
“attention.” The activation and deactivation patterns
found in this study reflect the dynamic organization of
the brain for the control of visual information processing
and response during task performance. These patterns
are consistent with the involvement of the task-positive
and task-negative networks (Power et al., 2011; Fox
et al., 2005) in the implementation of task set (Dosenbach
et al., 2006) and dynamic task control (Dosenbach et al.,
2007), as well as the proposed dual-network architecture
(Dosenbach, Fair, Cohen, Schlaggar, & Petersen, 2008) of
cognitive control. Other regions, not typically associated
with task-positive or task-negative functions, such as the
occipital gyri, might be modulated by the FPC system for
cognitive control (Rossi et al., 2009). Here, we further
show that both activation of the FPC system and deactivation of the anticorrelated default-mode networks change
as a function of the computational load measured in
information entropy.
We suspect that changes in network-level activity directly relate to changes in the BOLD signal as a function
of energy requirements for computations associated with
information processing. Recent evidence suggests that
resting state glutamate in ACC is predictive of BOLD
changes that result from cognitive control demands
(Falkenberg, Westerhausen, Specht, & Hugdahl, 2012).
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An increase in the BOLD signal directly and monotonically reflects an increase in neural activity (Logothetis,
Pauls, Augath, Trinath, & Oeltermann, 2001), whereas
a decrease in the BOLD signal (deactivation) is associated with reduction of neuronal activity (Logothetis,
2008; Raichle & Mintun, 2006; Fox et al., 2005; Lauritzen,
2005; Offenhauser, Thomsen, Caesar, & Lauritzen, 2005;
Enager, Gold, & Lauritzen, 2004; Gold & Lauritzen, 2002;
Shmuel et al., 2002). Coupling between BOLD signal
and neuronal firing rate, as well as local field potentials,
has been demonstrated (Mukamel et al., 2005; Logothetis
et al., 2001; Heeger, Huk, Geisler, & Albrecht, 2000; Rees
et al., 2000). Increase or decrease in BOLD signal may
also reflect a proportional change of the excitatory and
inhibitory neuronal activity and local metabolism, indicating energy consumption related to neuronal synaptic
activity (Logothetis, 2007, 2008; Viswanathan & Freeman,
2007). For cognitive processing, neurotransmission and
modulation affect large numbers of activated or deactivated cells in the regions involved in the process,
possibly inducing larger changes in the BOLD signal
than the direct response to sensory signals themselves
(Logothetis, 2008). Negative BOLD signals have been
associated with reduction in blood flow and decrease
in oxygen consumption (Shmuel et al., 2002) and may
reflect decreases in neuronal activity (Shmuel, Augath,
Oeltermann, & Logothetis, 2006), suppression of neural
activity, or a dynamic blood control system (Smith,
Williams, & Singh, 2004).
Because neural activity and energy metabolism are
tightly coupled, and hemodynamic signal changes reflect
synaptic activity (Logothetis et al., 2001), we propose
that, as information entropy increases, an increase in
BOLD signal represents an increase in the need for
neural computation, whereas the anticorrelated decrease
in BOLD signal may represent the functional blocking of
task-unrelated brain regions (e.g., parts of the temporal
lobe in the majority function task) to supply enough energy to task-related regions. This hypothesis is consistent
with the cross-modality inhibition observed in selective
attention tasks; blood flow increases to critical neural
regions (e.g., primary visual cortex) and decreases to
noncritical regions (e.g., occipital cortex) during, for
example, visual tasks (Kawashima, OʼSullivan, & Roland,
1995; Haxby et al., 1994).
Examining changes in neural activity across conditions
is typically done in a qualitative rather than quantitative
fashion. Most of the research in cognitive neuroscience
aims to elucidate process-specific brain activation using
cognitive subtraction (Petersen, Fox, Posner, Mintun, &
Raichle, 1988; Posner, Petersen, Fox, & Raichle, 1988),
comparing one cognitive condition to a qualitatively different one. In cognitive subtraction, differences in neural
activity between two (qualitatively different) conditions
are attributed to the cognitive process of interest (for reviews, see Friston, 2010; DʼEsposito, 2000; Friston et al.,
1996). Although considerable knowledge was gained

using the cognitive subtraction method, this approach
does not necessarily provide information about specific
neural differences attributable to quantitative information
differences in cognitive states, nor does it inform the
common networks and the mechanisms involved in state
uncertainty for information transmission and processing.
Many contemporary theories of cognitive control have
relied on the logic of cognitive subtraction, often equating cognitive control with the prediction, detection, and
resolution of conflict (e.g., Botvinick et al., 1999, 2001;
Carter et al., 2000; MacDonald et al., 2000) or more general performance monitoring and resolution (Alexander
& Brown, 2011; Walsh et al., 2010).
We suggest that congruent and incongruent conditions
may represent a difference in amount rather than type of
information processing. Early functional neuroimaging
studies, aiming to localize mental operations, showed
that an increase in activation of ACC is associated with
an increase in number of targets during a semantic decision task (Petersen et al., 1988; Posner et al., 1988) as well
as an increase in task difficulty (Paus, Koski, Caramanos, &
Westbury, 1998) and behavioral flexibility (Procyk et al.,
2000; Paus, Petrides, Evans, & Meyer, 1993). Common
activation among cognitive control regions (i.e., ACC and
AI, along with the dorsolateral PFC and IPC) have shown
a positive correlation between activation and behavioral
interference (Wager et al., 2005) as well as RT (Binder,
Liebenthal, Possing, Medler, & Ward, 2004). A metaanalysis (Van Snellenberg & Wager, 2009) and lesionmapping (Gläscher et al., 2012) have also shown common
involvement of these regions in a variety of cognitive
functions, suggesting a nonspecific role that may pertain
to differences in information amounts rather than types.
In addition, there is dissociation between high-level
cognitive control and low-level sensory and perceptual
processing. It has been shown that the BOLD signal
increases with stimulus contrast in the primary visual cortex (Logothetis et al., 2001) and that coherence of visual
motion is related to large activation of the temporoparietal
area V5 (Rees et al., 2000). However, less coherence of
visual motion, indicating higher uncertainty, is related to
increased activation in ACC and AI (Rees et al., 2000).
Altogether, this body of evidence suggests a positive
relationship between activity of ACC/AI and computational load in cognitive control and thus an (quantitative)
entropy reduction function for cognitive control.
ACC and AI showed deactivation under the low entropy
conditions and activation under the high entropy conditions, relative to state uncertainty. A previous fMRI study
on inspection time of parallel lines of differing lengths also
showed deactivation under easy conditions and activation
under hard conditions in these neural regions (Deary
et al., 2004). Yet another study showed decreased AI activation when risk prediction was low (Preuschoff, Quartz,
& Bossaerts, 2008). Decreased activation in ACC and AI,
in this study, under low-entropy conditions may indicate
that the activation is relative to state uncertainty. We
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speculate that the activation/deactivation of ACC and AI
is related to the dynamic switching between state uncertainty (in the present case, activity related to the anticipation of the impending demands of the task) and target
response-related activity.
State uncertainty, for the majority function task, is assumed to be 3 bits per arbitrary unit of time because the
participant is aware of an impending target, but the spatial
location is uncertain (log28 = 3 bits, where 8 represents
the number of potential display locations in this study).
For the 1:0 condition of set size 1, the response is only
to one arrow and the entropy is 0 bits if we do not take
the response selection (two options, 1 bit) into account.
The target response-related computational load (0 bits) is
less than under the state uncertainty condition (3 bits) in
this case. Therefore, switching from state uncertainty to
task response should evoke a deactivation. However, for
a high entropy condition, such as the 3:2 condition of set
size 5, the computational load is about 5 bits, greater than
the state uncertainty of 3 bits. Therefore, switching to
target response from state uncertainty should evoke activation. The estimates of ACC and AI involvement in state
uncertainty, for this study, were approximately 3.3 and
1.7 bits. Other regions in the observed FPC system were
not significantly involved in state uncertainty.
To facilitate comparison of an information theoretic
account to more traditional accounts, other cognitive
control tasks are considered below. The conflict effect
generated by an interfering dimension [e.g., from the
word meaning in a color–word Stroop task (Fan et al.,
2003; MacDonald et al., 2000; MacLeod, 1991) or from
flankers in a flanker task (Fan et al., 2003; Casey et al.,
2000; Botvinick et al., 1999; Cohen & Shoup, 1997; Eriksen
& Eriksen, 1974)] can be estimated as less than or equal
to a 1 bit difference between conflict and no conflict conditions. Let 0 and 1 represent left and right pointing
directions, respectively. We can represent a stimulus of
5 arrows, with a center arrow as the target, as 00000 or
11111 (congruent) and 11011 or 00100 (incongruent), respectively, with the underscored center digit as the target.
Applying information reduction (Posner, 1964) or perceptual grouping (Treisman, 1982), the above representations
can be reduced to 0 or 1 and 10 or 01. If we assume that
participants can filter out the irrelevant flanker digit, the
estimated computational loads for congruent and incongruent conditions are the same (1 bit). If we assume that
participants cannot focus on the center arrow at all, the
estimated computational loads for congruent and incongruent conditions are 1 and 2 bits, respectively, with a
difference of 1 bit. Because cognitive control can help to
suppress the flankers, the average computational load
for the incongruent condition should be between 1 and
2 bits.
Our data seem to conform best to an information theoretical perspective rather than a more traditional cognitive control perspective. The parameter estimates for
ACC and AI are of particular interest at their positions be1502
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tween the 5:0 condition of set size 5 and the 2:1 condition of set size 3; this marks the shift to the first condition
with stimulus incongruency. By conflict monitoring and
processing accounts of cognitive control (especially as
it relates to ACC), one might expect a dramatic increase
in activity across these conditions. Instead, what is observed is a near equivalent parameter estimate across
these conditions (5:0 and 2:1) for ACC and AI and a linear
increase in relation to the regression with increase in information entropy. Changes in both RT and neural activity seem to show a linear increase that parallels with
increase in information entropy. There is no unique or
super-additive change when incongruency is introduced.
Accordingly, Stroop and flanker tasks can be viewed as
special cases of entropy manipulation with a limited
range (<1 bit). In this study, the range of entropy variation was about 5 bits, which is much greater than in
Stroop or flanker tasks. Therefore, the effect sizes in RT
and BOLD signal change should be greater than studies
using Stroop or flanker tasks. Behaviorally, the RT exhibited a range of approximately 900 msec in this study,
whereas the conflict effect in Stroop or flanker tasks is
typically between 50 and 150 msec. Thus, utilizing a task
that can parametrically manipulate the amount of information to be processed not only helps to elucidate the
specific contributions of different neural regions to particular types of information process but also provides
greater power to detect individual differences.
The functional role of the FPC system, including the
FEF and IPC, has also been studied in the context of attention (e.g., Corbetta, 1998). Activity in FEF neurons
corresponds to the allocation of attention via modulation
of ongoing visual processing (Thompson, Biscoe, & Sato,
2005). In a study attempting to separate the effect of entropy and surprise (the former defined by the authors as
predictable uncertainty and the latter as unpredictable
uncertainty), entropy actually showed a greater impact
on RT than surprise per bit of information, although
greater activation of the frontal cortex and the cortex
along the intraparietal sulcus was shown to be related
to greater surprise (Strange, Duggins, Penny, Dolan, &
Friston, 2005). Another study found that the network associated with classifying objects into changing categories
(a manipulation of uncertainty) was distinct from the
frontoparietal attention network (Grinband, Hirsch, &
Ferrera, 2006). The aforementioned findings map quite
consistently to the dual-network model of cognitive control (Dosenbach et al., 2008) and, along with our results,
suggest a particularly important role for ACC and AI in
uncertainty processing/reduction, consistent with information theory.
Our results, together with results of previous studies
on cognitive control and decision-making, support the
hypothesis that the cognitive control of mental operations
are subserved by specific brain circuits with an increase
in activation as the computational load increases. The pattern of increasing network recruitment is consistent with
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expansion from core centers of the task-positive network (ACC/AI) as evidenced by network level analyses
(Power et al., 2011) and lesion mapping of cognitive control (Gläscher et al., 2012) to provide two compelling
examples. In this context, it is worth noting that both
ACC and AI contain a class of neurons referred to as von
Economo neurons. These very large, vertically oriented
spindle-shaped layer V neurons are observed in humans
and great apes (Allman et al., 2010; Nimchinsky et al.,
1999; Nimchinsky, Vogt, Morrison, & Hof, 1995), many
cetaceans (Butti, Sherwood, Hakeem, Allman, & Hof,
2009; Hof & Van der Gucht, 2007), and elephants (Hakeem
et al., 2009), but are most abundant in humans (Allman
et al., 2010). Their highly restricted cortical localization
suggests an integral role of these neurons in functions
including executive control of attention (Fan et al., 2003,
2005; Botvinick et al., 2001; MacDonald et al., 2000),
emotional response (Bush, Luu, & Posner, 2000), and
both empathy for and experience of pain (Gu et al.,
2010; Singer et al., 2004), and represent a possible anatomical substrate for the quick and intuitive assessment of
unpredictable, rapidly changing, and complex social situations that is provided by ACC and AI (Craig, 2009; Allman,
Watson, Tetreault, & Hakeem, 2005). These results may
also support an information theoretic model of the FPC
system in which ACC and AI serve as a fast relay and integrative interface with dynamic interconnections between
cortical and subcortical structures and play a pivotal role
in central control of rapid information processing and response, beyond mere conflict detection and resolution.
We have investigated the specification/differentiation
of both ACC and AI in other paradigms (e.g., Gu, Liu,
Van Dam, Hof, & Fan, 2013; Gu et al., 2010, 2012).
Although the current study was not designed to differentiate the function of ACC and AI, based on our previous
findings, we speculate that, although that ACC and AI
are coactivated in cognitive tasks, they may be involved
in different processes. ACC is related to limbic motor
output function, and the AI is considered a limbic sensory
region. Although they may both process anticipation
errors, ACC would seem to be involved in the implementation of cognitive control, whereas AI receives signals
from the autonomic nervous system and integrate them
with top–down prediction from higher-level regions (e.g.,
frontal regions including ACC; see Gu, Hof, Friston, & Fan,
2013, for a review). Nevertheless, this study highlights
a new perspective of quantifying the activity of the brain
under conditions of varying uncertainty and sheds new
light on understanding cognitive control and its neural
underpinnings.
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